
 

 

 

True or False – Lifting Heavy Makes You Big and Bulky? 

Alan Tyson PT, ATC 

Lifting heavy weights makes you big and bulky — or at least that’s the conventional wisdom. 

It’s the reason many women (and some men) who want slim and “toned” physiques opt for 

lighter weights, lifted more times.  

But the notion is not supported by science. Producing bulky muscles requires not just heavy 

weights but heavy calorie consumption as well, typically far above the 2,200 daily calories 

recommended for many adults. Also, bulky to some means big and tight and the tight simply 

comes from not stretching (often neglected in athletes). 

For people who lift weights to tone up and slim down, experts say, a regimen that includes a 

combination of challenging weights and fewer repetitions can help significantly. In a 2002 

study, for example, scientists looked at what happened when women performed various 

resistance exercises at different weights and repetitions (85 percent of their maximum 

ability for 8 reps, versus 45 percent for 15). Subjects lifting more weight fewer times burned 

more energy and had a greater metabolic boost after exercise.  

In another study published last year (2012), scientists followed 122 women for six years. 

They found that those who were assigned to do resistance exercises three times a week — 

sets of 8 reps at 70 to 80 percent of their maximal ability — lost the most weight and body 

fat. A similar two-year study of women who did strength training with challenging weight 

twice weekly found similar effects on body and “intra-abdominal” fat.  

THE BOTTOM LINE  

For better tone, try fewer reps and more challenging weights.  Challenging means a weight 

you can can only do 8-10 reps (If you do the weight 15 reps then go up  in weight) In order to 

not lose flexibility, make sure you stretch daily (after the workout is best but if you are short 

on time then at least later that evening). 

**Remember to 

http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/nutrition/diet-calories/overview.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11932584
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20019638
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17823418


1. Always plan ahead for what you are going to eat 

2. Obtain adequate amounts of protein 

3. Work on Flexibility 

4. Supplement your diet with a fish oil and multi-vitamin 

Let me know if I can help.  Email me at architechsports@gmail.com 

God Bless, 

Alan Tyson 

Physical Therapist, Athletic Trainer, Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist 
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